
Star 
Stuff 

by Dennis Meredith 

WHILE we humans may never reach the stars -
at least not in this millennium - in a very real 
sense the stars have already reached us. Careen
ing about our Milky Way like chaotic flights of 
cosmic bullets are swarms of high-energy charged 
particles. They have been blown out of exploding 
stars or launched into flight by the shock waves 
from such explosions. For millions of years they 
have ricocheted about the galaxy, their paths 
altered by collisions with other particles and the 
deflection by galactic magnetic fields. These 
particles are known as cosmic rays, and they 
bombard the solar system from all directions. 
They are mainly the nuclei of atoms stripped of 
their electrons and accelerated to a wide range of 
velocities, from a few percent to more than 99 
percent of the speed of light. Like bullets, they 
come in a wide variety of calibers, from the BBs 
of hydrogen nuclei to the howitzer shells of ura
nium. And each atomic nucleus also comes in a 
number of different isotopes. 

The sun answers back with its own flux of 
solar energetic particles. These particles flow 
outward in billowing gusts along the warped 
magnetic field lines of the rotating sun. During 
the immense explosions called solar flares, the 
intensity of such particles can jump to one million 
times normal in an hour. The sun also emits 
waves of very low energy particles, called the 
solar wind, which act as a barrier against galactic 
cosmic rays, so that only the higher energy galac
tic rays make it all the way upstream into the in
terior of the solar system. Another source of 
energetic charged particles in space is the magne
tospheres of the planets, which both accelerate 
and trap particles, sometimes squirting them out 
into interplanetary space. 

Cosmic rays carry memories of their birth and 
travels in their charge, mass, energies, and 
streaming patterns. By using balloons, rockets, 
satellites, and space probes, physicists have man
aged to loft particle detectors above the atmo-
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T op, OGO-6 (Orbiting Geo
physical Observatory). launched 

in 1969, carried Vogl's and 
Stone'sJirst Ca/tech-built cosmic 

ray detector imo space. Right, 
IMP-8 (Interplanetary Monitor
ing Platform) launched in 1973 

provided one of the first 10 l1g 
looks at high-energy parricles 

from the sun, the galaxy, and the 
earth' J magnetic field. 

sphere (necessary because the atmosphere stops 
almost all extraterrestrial cosmic rays) to capture 
glimpses of the particle stream. It has been a 
highly successful effort, and over just the last 
few years, sophisticated new detectors have 
allowed the knowledge of cosmic rays and their 
solar, planetary , and galactic sources to grow 
enonnously. 

Scientists at Cal tech 's Space Radiation Labora
tory , led by Professors of Physics Edward Stone 
and Rochus Vogt have been among the leaders in 
these studies. The ir research group, a team of 
physicists , students, engineers and other essential 
staff members, as well as collaborators at other 
institutions, have built and flown detectors aboard 
satellites with an alphabet soup of names -
OGO, IMP , ISEE, and HEAO - as well as 
aboard balloon nights and the two Voyager 
spacecraft , now speeding into the outer reaches of 
the solar system. 

The scientists are continuing a long tradition of 
pioneering cosmic ray research at Caltech. The 
many cosmic ray studies at the Institute included 
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those of Robert A. Millikan , whose research did 
much to characterize these particles, and who in 
fact dubbed them "cosmic rays. " One of Milli
kan 's students, Carl Anderson, who is now Board 
of Trustees Professor of Physics Emeritus, was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1936 for his discovery 
of the positron using cosmic rays as a source, and 
his cosmic ray studies yie lded evidence of some 
of nature's fundamental particles. Another Milli
kan student , H. Victor Neher, who is also now an 
emeritus professor of physics, continued and en
larged Millikan' s studies for several decades. And 
still another who worked as a student with Milli
kan on cosmic ray research is William Pickering. 
professor of electrical eng ineering emeritus. 

The current era of cosmic ray research at Cal
tech was marked by the launchi ng of NASA's 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO-6) in 
1969. It carried Vogt 's and Stone's first Caltech
built cosmic ray instrument into space. aGO was 
soon followed by two " IMPs" - Interplanetary 
Monitoring Platforms 7 and 8 - launched by 
NASA in 1972 and 1973. They carried a new 
generation of si licon charged-part icle detectors 
designed by Stone and Vogt , with electronics 
built under the supervision of Will iam Althouse. 
These satellites, orbiting midway between the 
earth and the moon , gave scientists one of the 
first continuous, long-term looks at the swarms of 
high-energy particles from the sun, the galaxy , 
and the earth 's magnetic field. Among many 
other discoveries, the IMP spacecraft yielded evi
dence show ing that the planet Jupiter acted as a 
powerful particle accelerator, ninging dense 
waves of high-energy electrons at least 200 mil
lion miles into space. These Jovian electrons -
with energies of several million e lectron vo lts 
(MeV) - often totally dominate the flux of cos
mic ray electrons surrounding earth. 

The IMPs also revealed how the charged parti
cles trapped in the earth 's magnetic field behave. 
For example, they found that surrounding the 
" tail " of the earth 's magnetosphere, which is 
swept back by the blowing solar wind , is a layer 
of high-speed electrons. This 15,000-m ile-thick 
layer is apparently accelerated by the earth's 
magnetic fie ld . The IMP satellites proved more 
than capable; they were extraordinary. While 
IMP-7 had to be turned off in 1978 for budgetary 
reasons, lMP-8 is still sending back streams of 
data for the Caltech group, including Senior Re
search Fellow John Bieber, to analyze. 

Cosmic rays carry a sort of birth cert ificate 
with them in their isotopic patterns, because the 
abundances of certain isotopes offer clues to the 
conditions under which they were formed. With 
the launching of the Third International Sun-Earth 



Explorer (lSEE-3) in 1978, Stone , vogt , and their 
colleagues provided the first instrument that could 
read this birth certificate with high resolution. 
Senior Scientist Alan Cummings oversaw the pro
duction of the unique silicon detectors that made 
this possible. The spacecraft was also unique be
cause it orbited the sun at the " libration point" 
over one million kilometers from earth ~ the 
point at which the gravitational pull of the sun 
and earth neatly balance one another. 

The Caltech-built instrument on board ISEE 
was called a cosmic ray isotope spectrometer, and 
it yielded several surprises. For one thing , it 
made the first high-resolution measurements of 
heavy nuclei accelerated during a solar flare - a 
magnetic explosion on the sun that can release the 
energy of a million hydrogen bombs. The Caltech 
scientists used the ISEE instrument to measure 
the isotopic patterns of carbon , oxygen , neon , 
and magnesium as they spewed out of flares. 

Surprisingl y, the [SEE experiment represented 
onc of the first times scientists had ever directly 
measured the isotopic composition of the sun. 
Despite the fact that the sun is by far the domi
nant object in the solar system , there is very little 
direct information about its composition. Most of 
our information about solar system composit ions 
comes from studies of terrestrial and meteoritic 
material. 

[SEE also provided the first hints that our solar 
system may be made of di stinctly different stuff 
from that in nearby regions of the galaxy. The 
ISEE instruments revealed that galactic cosmic 
rays possess a distinctly different isotopic com
position from solar cosmic rays. The Cal tech sci
entists confirmed earlier measurements showing 
that , compared with the common isotope of neon 
2ONe, there is more than three times more of the 
heav ier nNe in galact ic cosmic rays than in solar 
cosmic rays. They subsequently fou nd that the 
heavy isotopes of manganese 15Mn and 26Mn are 
al so more abundant in galactic cosmic rays. 

Many astrophysicists have concluded that these 
differences are not isolated; in five cases in which 
the cosmic ray isotopic composition has been pre
cisely determined, the galactic material is differ
ent from the solar material. Thus, we may have 
been cooked up using a different recipe from the 
rest of the galaxy. Perhaps, say the scientists , be
cause our solar system condensed out of cosmic 
dust almost five billion years ago , we represent a 
sample of the galaxy frozen in time, while the 
rest of the galaxy continued to percolate along, 
evolving without us. [SEE is still active , and the 
Caltech scientists, including Senior Research 
Associate Richard Mewaldt and graduate student 
John Spalding , expect further insights from the 
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long series of scientific questions they will ask of 
(SEE's rich trove of data . 

While ISEE was able to capture and measure 
elements as heavy as iron, beyond iron in the 
periodic table of the elements lies additional im
portant information about how cosmic ray nuclei 
are formed in stars . The elements heavier than 
iron, ranging up to uranium , require special con
ditions to create because, unlike lighter elements, 
they absorb energy during their formation rather 
than releasing it. Certain of their isotopes are be
lieved to be formed by " rapid " neutron capture, 
possibly when a violent supernova or its remnant 
pulsar slams neutrons into the nucleus in a pro
cess taking only a few seconds. Other heavy iso
topes are formed by "slow" neutron capture , in 
which neutrons are added one at a time in the 
thermonuclear fires of stars that evolve more 
slowly. 

As valuable as these ultra-heavy cosmic ray 
nuclei are to science , collecting them is no easy 
matter, because they are up to 100 million times 
scarcer than their lighter cousins . Large-area· de
tectors and long exposure times are needed to 
detect significant numbers of them. But , working 
with researchers from the Univers ity of Minneso
ta and Washington University (the team leader is 
Martin H. Israel , professor of physics at 
Washington University, Caltech PhD '69) , the 
Caltech scientists were able to build the largest 
area cosmic ray detector yet used in space . It in
cluded two ion ization chambers, each measuring 
two square meters in area. In 1979, it was carried 
into space on NASA 's High-Energy Astronomical 
Observatory (HEAO-3). Among the nuclei de
tected so far are zinc, selenium , krypton , molyb
denum , xenon , and barium. 

This on-line display of raw iso
tope data was acquired with the 
Caltech Heavy Isotope Spectro
meter Telescope (HIST) durillg a 
calibration at the Bevalac. The 
experimem involved a -OAr beam 
incidem 0 11 a polyethelene 
target. where mallY of the .oAr 
ions break up into lighter nuclei. 
The instrument measured the 
particles. each plaited here as 
an individual paim. emerging 
from the target. The broad bands 
are due to the elemell1s alumi
num to argon. and each broad 
band cOllsists of narrower par
allel ··tracks·' corresponding to 

individual isotopes. These data 
provided the first experimental 
proof that cosmic ray illSIr/I
ments composed of siliqm detec
tors could idelltify individual 
isotopes of heavy elemems with 
high resollllion. HIST IVas 
carried ill10 orbit on ISE£-3 ill 

/978. 
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As with many space probes, HEAO-3 far ex
ceeded expectations, operating for almost two 
years, which was far beyond its six-month design 
lifetime. And as with many space probes, it re
vealed to the researchers a fascinating complexity 
in cosmic ray nuclei formation. Some previous 
experiments had suggested that ultra-heavy galac
tic cosmic ray nuclei were formed almost exclu
sively by rapid neutron capture in supernova ex
plosions, and the HEAO-3 group did find these 
nuclei, such as selenium. However, the ex
perimenters also found many ultra-heavy nuclei, 

Top, an instrument designed to 
search for cosmic ray anti

protons and antihelium nuclei is 
readied for balloon launch at 

The Pas, Saskatchewan, in . 
1980. Right, half of the cosmic 

ray instrument (the other half 
goes into the opposite side) is 

lowered into the HEAO-3 satel
lite at the TRW Inc. plant. 

HEAO-3 was launched in 1978. 
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such as strontium, that were formed by the gent
ler slow neutron capture process. 

The confounding question then became how 
these slow-cooked nuclei could have been 
launched to near light speeds if they were not 
formed in a violent explosion. According to a 
recent model proposed by Caltech Professor of 
Theoretical Astrophysics Roger Blandford in 
collaboration with Jeremiah P. Ostriker of Prince
ton, the shock wave from a supernova sweeping 
through space might accelerate such non
supernova material. The HEAO-3 team, including 
Senior Scientist Tom Garrard, is continuing its 
analysis of the satellite's data, sorting out more 
and more of the ultra-heavy elements. Eventually, 
they hope to have sorted out the elements all the 
way to uranium. 

Continuing the Caltech group's effort to 
measure cosmic ray isotopes, Senior Research 
Associate Andrew Buffington and Senior Scien
tist Stephen Schindler are currently leading a col
laborative effort with the Danish Space Research 
Institute to complete a new instrument capable of 
high resolution in detecting rare cosmic ray iso
topes with energies above a billion electron volts. 
The detector, weighing several thousand pounds, 
will be launched by balloon next fall and should 
provide the Caltech scientists still another valu
able chance to capture material from the stars. 



The scientists hope the new detector will yield 
insights into the age of cosmic rays and the ma
terial they have encountered in their travels. The 
abundances of certain isotopes o'f cobalt, nickel, 
and iron, for instance, can give scientists a meas
ure of the time between birth and acceleration, 
because these isotopes decay only as atoms with 
orbital electrons, .and not as stripped nuclei travel
ing at high speeds. Still other radioactive isotopes 
of aluminum, chlorine, calcium, manganese, or 
iron can function as cosmic ray "clocks" to 
measure how long cosmic rays have been rattling 
about the galaxy. 

In 1980 Buffington and Schindler also flew a 
balloon-borne experiment to search for cosmic 
ray antiprotons and antihelium nuclei. While ear
lier high-energy studies had shown a few antipro
tons among cosmic ray protons, most scientists 
believe these didn't come from any large antimat
ter source in the galaxy, but were merely the re
sult of ordinary cosmic ray protons striking atoms 
in interstellar gas. Physicists have succeeded in 
producing similar small numbers of antiprotons 
on earth by colliding particles in high-energy 
accelerators. 

Since such antiprotons were far less likely to be 
produced at low energies, Buffington and Schind
ler studied cosmic rays with energies one-tenth as 
high as in the earlier studies, expecting to see less 
than one-tenth as many antiprotons in their ex
periment. But surprisingly, they found just as 
many as the high-energy experiments had re
vealed. The' 'Mystery of the Too Many Antipro
tons" remains to be solved. Is it the first hint of 
an exotic region of antimatter somewhere in the 
universe? Or is it a strange quirk of ordinary cos
mic rays that scientists still do not understand? 

While Stone, Vogt, and their colleagues were 
developing better and better detectors for their 
balloon and satellite experiments, they were also 
helping send detectors far beyond the local en
vironment of the earth. Working with scientists 
from Goddard Space Flight Center, University of 
Arizona, and University of New Hampshire, the 
Caltech researchers are participating in the cosmic 
ray experiment aboard the two Voyager 
spacecraft. Vogt is principal investigator for the 
cosmic ray investigation, and Stone is a co
investigator as well as the Project Scientist for the 
overall Voyager mission. 

The small 16-pound Voyager cosmic ray pack
age is located about halfway out on the instru
ment booms of the two probes. The task of the 
silicon detectors is to measure the energy spec
trum of electroris and cosmic ray nuclei - rang
ing from one to 500 MeV, as well as the abun
dances of atomic nuclei from hydrogen through 

iron. The scientists' targets have also included 
the radiation belts of Jupiter and Saturn and the 
particles erupting from solar flares. Just as the 
cameras of the two Voyager spacecraft have 
returned stunning pictures of Jupiter and Saturn, 
so the cosmic ray packages have also performed 
brilliantly. 

Among many other discoveries the scientists 
found that, compared to common solar system 
material, Jupiter's trapped radiation belts are 
heavily enriched with high-energy oxygen, 
sodium, and sulfur nuclei, zipping through space 
at up to 10 percent of the speed of light. The sul
fur probably originated from the famous volcanic 
eruptions on 10 and the sodium from surface de
posits on that moon. Graduate student Neil 
Gehrels studied the flow and fate of this material 

The cosmic ray instruments 
aboard Voyager 1 and 2 each 
consist of seven telescopes - two 
double-ended ones (left) for 
high-energy cosmic rays and a 
quartet of telescopes (right) for 
low-energy particles. Beneath 
the latter is a telescope designed 
to measure cosmic ray electrons. 
The instrument is located half 
way out on one of Voyager's 
booms, as shown in the diagram. 
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within the immense Jovian magnetosphere. 
The cosmic ray instrument on Voyager 2 even 

yielded evidence recently of still another moon 
around Saturn. Studying the patterns of particle 
absorption around the planet, Research Fellow 
David Chenette detected a "shadow" indicating 
that the particles were blocked by a small moon 
sharing the orbit of Mimas. 

In analyzing Voyager cosmic ray data from so
lar flares, graduate student Walter Cook found 
that abundances of some elements in flares indi
cated that they sampled material from the sun's 
corona - the hot, low-density region above the 
sun that produces the solar wind - rather than 
from the underlying photosphere, which is the 
sun's glowing "surface." The mechanism by 
which the sun apparently filters photospheric 
material to produce the coronal composition is 
not yet understood. 

Sometime during the next two decades Plane
tary Probe Voyager will become Starship Voy
ager, and the cosmic ray experiment will really 
come into its own. As the two Voyager craft 
reach a distance of several billion miles from the 
sun, possibly near the orbit of Pluto, they are ex
pected to speed into interstellar space, escaping 
for the first time the constant streaming of the so
lar wind. Past this point the Voyager cosmic ray 
detectors will give humans their first glimpse of 
low-energy galactic cosmic rays. The Voyager 
cosmic ray scientists have high hopes for their in
struments. For one thing, since the lowest energy 
rays survive only thousands of years, rather than 
millions as at higher energies, the particles must 
have been emitted recently from nearby objects, 
perhaps a mere 500 light-years away. In fact, the 
low-energy rays may even be non-isotropic; that 
is, they may come preferentially from one direc
tion. Since there have been few violent cosmic
ray-producing events in our galactic neighbor
hood recently, the researchers hope to use the 
Voyager instruments to associate cosmic rays for 
the first time with a specific astronomical object. 

While Stone, Vogt, and their fellow scientists 
look forward with excitement to the future Voyag
er explorations, they have also faced disappoint
ment in their other major exploratory project; the 
American half of the Solar-Polar mission was 
canceled in the recent round of federal budget 
cuts. The joint European-American program was 
to have consisted of twin probes vaulted out of 
the plane of the ecliptic to orbit over the sun's 
poles. Aboard the American craft was to have 
been a large high-resolution cosmic ray instru
ment built by the Caltech group and its collabora
tors. Had the probe flown above the sun's poles, 
the physicists would have explored a region of the 
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solar system possibly as strange as any alien 
planet. For one thing, the craft might have sailed 
through a sort of polar doldrum in the solar wind, 
where low-energy galactic cosmic rays may come 
streaming into the solar system, carrying with 
them information about the rest of the galaxy. 
The detector system for the canceled mission, 
however, is already largely completed, and the 
Caltech scientists hope eventually at least to fly it 
aboard an earth-orbiting satellite. 

While cosmic ray research has taken great 
strides in the last few years, volumes of tantaliz
ing questions about the universe still remain -
many of which this group of Caltech researchers 
feel they could answer by sifting through data on 
star stuff, the fascInating storm of particles that 
swirl about us as cosmic rays. D 
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Through a microscope Richard 
Mewaldt examines a position
sensitive, solid-state detector. 
The silicon detector, seen below 
in a laboratory test set-up, has 
deposited on its surface an array 
of parallel gold stripes (each .8 
millimeters wide) that are used 
to determine the position of inci
dent particles. 

Members of the Space Radiation 
Laboratory Voyager team, led by 
Rochus Vogt (dark shirt) get the 
first look at real-time data from 
their cosmic ray instrument dur
ing Voyager 1 launch operations 
at JPL. 
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